Are you considering starting a

Rabbit Rescue?
There are so many considerations...
Rescue work can be an emotional
roller-coaster of highs and lows
- our helpful thoughts list may help
you decide if running a rescue is

right for you...
Time & Emotional Support

It’s important to understand that the Rescue is “YOU” - even with reliable volunteers the “buck”
really does stop with you.
There may be times when you feel completely alone with the burden that running a rescue can bring
and emotional burnout is sadly common in rescue work.
It really is essential you have the time to devote and support from family and volunteers as it can be
easy to underestimate the impact rescue work can have on your life quality and all those around you.
Even when the best outcome comes along of re-homing a rabbit to a new home, there is a wealth of
work involved such as home checks and support for the new owners which very often goes on beyond
the initial rabbit re-homing.
Consider a disaster recovery plan - what would happen if you were suddenly taken away from the
rescue for any reason - do you have family or reliable volunteers you could call on for help to feed and
medicate in your absence.

Personality/Skill Sets

The requirement to multi-skill whilst keeping emotions in check in highly challenging situations can be
very hard and emotionally draining.
Take some time to think about areas you may need extra help with, are you comfortable training
volunteers? Can you delegate tasks easily? Can you give direction? Can you give emotional support to
those giving up their pets? Can you make the decision to put an animal to sleep if needed? Can you be
non-judgemental?
When finances are tight, can you choose between financing expensive treatments for an animal with a
chronic condition or offering a rescue place to a healthy one?

Services

Are you going to provide additional services such as bonding, boarding, education?
A well thought-out plan will help to increase the chance of success for your rescue.
In offering these services it will be necessary to have strong administrative skills or someone to do
this for you in creating supportive documents such as boarding contracts, general education and
advice literature.
Do you have access to a neutral bonding area and time for additional ongoing support which is very
often required for both successful and unsuccessful rabbit bondings.

Finance

Finances and funding require thought and planning.
The list of expenditure is endless. Essentials such as adequate welfare housing, food, regular
vaccinations & general veterinary care, Insurances are just the starting point of escalating costs
involved in running a rescue.
Investigate how you might manage fundraising - it’s unlikely you will have the time to do this yourself
- are you able to have a responsible, trustworthy person to manage this on your behalf.

Location

Local Planning Permissions may apply depending on your rescue location. Also keep in mind that
neighbour disputes & complaints can arise from increased car parking, aviary sheds/hutches
Local Authorities have power of closure. Unfortunately should this happen the animals can then
become an increased pressure in attempting to find alternative rescue placements.

Veterinary Care

Investigate your nearest rabbit savvy vets. Arrange a visit to establish their services. It may be worth
researching nearest specialist referral vets in case more challenging vet care is needed. Talk to your
vets about their payment policy - is it pay as you go or are account facilities available.

Biohazards

With increasing outbreaks of rabbit viruses it will be essential to have a biohazard plan in place.
Consider how you would implement this if the worst happens.
What is your rescue policy regarding boarding rabbits and quarantine areas for new arrival
rescue rabbits.
A waste management licence is normally required for regular tipping of rabbit waste and you may
need to invest in a dedicated laundry area for washing of bedding for special needs rabbits and reduce
cross contamination of disease.

Know your Limits

You will need the emotional strength to be able say “No room at the Rabbit Inn”
It’s very hard to try not to see yourself as the only solution and continue to take in rabbits regardless
of the impact on your finances and resources as well as the impact on rabbits already in your care.
Do not wait until you are in a crisis situation to ask for help.

Resources

Utilise social community to get to know other rescues where you can share information and offer each
other support. Social communities can also be a great way of keeping up to date with news, changes
to legislation, veterinary/medical information.

Volunteer

Rescues are always in need of dedicated volunteers - why not try some regular
volunteer work, it’s a great way to learn about all the highs and lows of rescue work
and how much of a committed lifestyle is required in running a rescue. You will also
have access to a wealth of experience and guidance to help you in your decision of
running a rescue.

